	Linerless Printer with Auto-Cutter
and Hot Swap Technology
Efficient, Flexible, Durable.
180 m*

80 m*

*) Roll meter, 180 m only K3 100 printer

Bizerba Linerless

Designed for flexible applications from counter sales, self-service
counters to price labeling: Handling is simple and intuitive. It features
increased efficiency as a result of the large linerless rolls, significantly
reducing the need to change rolls. You save label material and waste
thanks to the flexible label lengths and the absence of backing paper.
With the integrated Auto-Cutter, clean, smooth cutting edges are
ensured every time.
Highlights

Added value

– Long life: More than
500,000 cuts, tested with
Bizerba PremiumTop
Linerless
– Flexible label length:
Ideal if detailed information needs to be printed
– Fewer roll changes, because the larger linerless
rolls are used on the K3
100: diameter 150 mm
– Flexible use thanks to Hot
Swap technology: This
allows printers to be replaced faster during ongoing operation

Intuitive operation
Provides comfort for customers, ease of
use for the operator staff: The high-quality 
Auto-Cutter used on the K3 linerless
printer automatically cuts the linerless label,
delivering a consistently clean, smooth-cut
edge, making torn labels with frayed edges
a thing of the past.
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Flexible label length depending on the
information needs
The label length automatically adapts to the
space required when printing information,
no matter whether it includes standard details such as product name, date, price and
weight or any additional legally required
details such as ingredients, nutritional information, and details about known allergens
or origin data. Adjusting the label width
from 2" to 3” can be accomplished quickly
and easily.

Time savings mean lower costs
The large linerless rolls of the K3 100 printer
have a diameter of 150 mm, greatly reducing the number of times a roll change is
required, because significantly more labels
can be printed with a single roll.
Environmentally friendly printing
Because linerless labels do not use backing paper, you avoid waste with every roll,
which in effect protects the environment.
Maximum flexibility
The Hot Swap technology of the K3 p
 rinters
allows you to remain flexible: At night, all
you need to do is to switch from counter
sales to labeling mode during ongoing
operation by replacing the linerless printer
with a label printer in no time at all.

